Abstract Observations indicate that the Atlantic zonal mode influences El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) in the Pacific, as already suggested in previous studies. Here we demonstrate for the first time using partial coupled experiments that the Atlantic zonal mode indeed influences ENSO. The partial coupling experiments are performed by forcing the coupled general circulation model (ECHAM5/ MPI-OM) with observed sea surface temperature (SST) in the Tropical Atlantic, but with full air-sea coupling allowed in the Pacific and Indian Ocean. The ensemble mean of a five member simulation reproduces the observational results well. Analysis of observations, reanalysis, and coupled model simulations all indicate the following mechanism: SST anomalies associated with the Atlantic zonal mode affect the Walker Circulation, driving westward wind anomalies over the equatorial Pacific during boreal summer. The wind stress anomalies increase the east-west thermocline slope and enhance the SST gradient across the Pacific; the Bjerknes positive feedback acts to amplify these anomalies favouring the development of a La Niña-like anomalies. The same mechanisms act for the cold phase of Atlantic zonal mode, but with opposite sign. In contrast to previous studies, the model shows that the influence on ENSO exists before 1970. Furthermore, no significant influence of the Tropical Atlantic on the Indian Monsoon precipitation is found in observation or model.
Introduction
In the Tropical Pacific, the El Niño Southern Oscillation is the dominant mode of interannual climate variability. It results from ocean-atmosphere interaction (Bjerknes 1969; Philander 1990 ). ENSO extremes often begin in boreal spring and summer and reach their peak in boreal winter. The changes in the atmospheric circulation caused by ENSO affect weather around the world (e.g., Glantz et al. 1991) , having large economic and social impacts. In the equatorial Atlantic, the dominant mode of interannual variability results from similar ocean-atmosphere interaction (Zebiak 1993; Xie and Carton 2004; Keenlyside and Latif 2007; Jansen et al. 2009; Ding et al. 2010) , and is termed the ''Atlantic zonal mode'' or ''Atlantic Niño''. However, in the Atlantic, the variability has different seasonality, and anomalous events in sea surface temperature (SST) often reach their mature phase during boreal summer (Keenlyside and Latif 2007) .
Recent studies have suggested that Atlantic zonal mode variability may influence ENSO (Wang 2006; Keenlyside and Latif 2007; Jansen et al. 2009; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. 2009; Losada et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009 ). Wang (2006) found that Tropical Atlantic and Pacific SST anomalies form an inter-basin gradient and a positive feedback with the overlying Walker Circulation, indicating an interaction between the two tropical ocean basins. Keenlyside and Latif (2007) indicate there is a significant correlation between Atlantic and Pacific Niños, when the Atlantic leads by 6-months. Conceptual models for equatorial Pacific and Atlantic variability derived from observations indicate a feedback from the Atlantic on ENSO exists, and can enhance ENSO prediction skills (Jansen et al. 2009 ). Losada et al. (2009) studied the tropical response to the Tropical Atlantic SST anomalies using four atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs). Their results show that the SST anomalies produce a Gill-type response, which extends into eastern Tropical Pacific. Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2009) investigated the Tropical Atlantic influence on ENSO from a coupled perspective. Analysing observations and reanalysis, they showed that Atlantic zonal mode events are associated with surface wind anomalies in boreal summer in the equatorial Pacific. They argued that these are subsequently amplified by the Bjerknes positive feedback, causing an ENSO extreme peaking in the boreal winter, thus explaining the significant correlation when Atlantic variability leads that in the Pacific by 6-months (Keenlyside and Latif 2007) . To support the mechanisms they performed ensemble simulations with a coupled model (an AGCM coupled to 1.5 layer ocean model) with observed SST prescribed in the Atlantic, but fully coupled elsewhere. However, their model results are not entirely in agreement with observations. Specifically, the observed consistent signal among wind stress, thermocline depth and sea surface temperature from the boreal summer to winter was not well reproduced. Thus, it is worthwhile to re-investigate the mechanism for the influence of the Tropical Atlantic on ENSO. Keenlyside and Latif (2007) found that Atlantic zonal mode's influence on ENSO is weaker, but remains significant, before 1970 by employing linear correlation analysis to observations. Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2009) argues that the influence does not exist before 1970 in either observations or their model. They argue that the change is associated with 1970s climate shift reported in previous studies. However, internal physical process in the Tropical Pacific may make it difficult to isolate the influence by employing linear correlation to relatively short records. We will further investigate this topic in this study.
Several recent studies show that the Atlantic zonal mode may also influence the Indian Monsoon (Kucharski et al. 2007 (Kucharski et al. , 2008 Losada et al. 2009 ). Using an AGCM coupled to the MICOM ocean model in the Indian Ocean, Kucharski et al. (2007) argued that the Atlantic zonal mode variability regulates the relationship between Indian Monsoon Rainfall and ENSO. Losada et al. (2009) investigated the atmospheric response to SST anomalies associated with Atlantic zonal mode using four AGCMs. Their model results show that the atmospheric response extends into the Indian Ocean. However, as discussed above, the Atlantic zonal mode may affect ENSO and thus indirectly also the Indian Ocean (Klein et al. 1999; Xie et al. 2002; Krishnamurthy and Kirtman 2006) . However, what is the net influence if we consider both direct and indirect effects on the Indian Ocean? A model coupled over the Tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans is required to answer this question and to study the Tropical Atlantic's influence on the Indian Monsoon, a strategy that we follow here.
Here, we employ a fully coupled climate model (ECHAM5/MPI-OM) to address the questions presented above. In Sect. 2, we give a brief introduction to the model employed in this study and the experimental design. In Sect. 3, the mechanisms are identified by analysing the coupled model experiments. Discussion and conclusions are given in Sect. 4.
Data, model and experimental setups
Sea surface temperature data are taken from the Hadley Center Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature dataset version 1.1 (HadISST 1.1), which is an EOF-based reconstruction of observations extending from 1870 to present (Rayner et al. 2003) , and are provided by the British Atmospheric Data Center (http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/home/). Sea level pressure (SLP) and wind stress are taken from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) . Stream function and velocity potential are calculated from NCEP/ NCAR zonal and meridional wind components (Kalnay et al. 1996) . CMAP satellite derived precipitation data (Xie and Arkin 1997) are available from 1979 up to present, provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/). Thermocline depth data is calculated from NCEP ocean temperature reanalysis, which is available from 1980 to present.
In this study, the Max-Planck-Institute (MPI) coupled model ECHAM5/MPI-OM (IPCC version, AR4) is employed. The atmosphere model (ECHAM5) is run at T63 spectral resolution (1.875°9 1.875°) with 31 vertical (hybrid) levels. The ocean (MPI-OM) has 1.5 degree average horizontal grid spacing with 40 unevenly spaced vertical levels. Atmosphere and ocean are coupled by means of the Ocean-Atmosphere-Sea Ice-Soil (OASIS) coupler (Valcke et al. 2003) . The model does not require flux adjustment to maintain a stable climate, and simulates the mean state, and annual and interannual variability in the Tropical Pacific well: Mean deviations from observed sea surface temperature is less than 1 K over much of the Tropical Pacific, and the phase and strength of the simulated annual cycle of SST in the equatorial Pacific match observations (Jungclaus et al. 2006) . The simulated ENSO has a dominant period of around 4 years, and its spatial pattern is in agreement with observations. The model has been used in climate predictability and prediction studies (e.g., Keenlyside et al. 2008) .
Here a partial coupled configuration of the model is used, with full coupling everywhere except in the Atlantic, where model SSTs are nudged to observations: between 30°S and 30°N the damping constant (e-folding time) amounts to 0.25d -1 (3.8 9 10 3 W m -1 K -1 for 10 m upper ocean-layer); poleward of these latitudes the damping constant decreases linearly to zero at 60°S and 60°N. Full observed SST is nudged into the model. SST anomalies are not used because the model exhibits a warm SST bias in the Tropical Atlantic, a feature common to most CGCMs (Davey et al. 2002; Richter and Xie 2008; Wahl et al. 2009 ). National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) skin temperature (obtained from the Climate Diagnostics Center; see http://www.cdc.noaa.gov) is used to force the model. It is run from 1950 to 2005 with five ensemble members, differing only in their initial conditions. Prior to 2000, radiative forcing is computed from observed changes in greenhouse gas concentrations, sulphate aerosol loadings, and the solar cycle, and accounts for major volcanic eruptions; after 2000 it follows the IPCC A1B scenario.
Atlantic zonal mode's influences on ENSO
Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2009) hypothesized a mechanism of how Atlantic zonal mode influences ENSO by analyzing observations and reanalysis. However, observations offer only one realization and the relationship could be incidental. Their model could not provide convincing support for the hypothesized mechanism. Here we confirm the relationship revealed by observations and reanalysis by performing a set of experiments with a full CGCM in which observed SST is prescribed in the Atlantic (See Sect. 2 for details); the experimental design is similar to that of Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2009) . The ensemble mean of these simulations is analyzed. It reduces the contribution of internal dynamics in the Indo-Pacific sector by a approximately 0.45, while retaining the influence from the Tropical Atlantic. For the sake of completeness, we compare our model results with those of observations and reanalysis; however, the observational analysis is essentially that published by Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2009) .
The observed relation between Atlantic zonal mode and ENSO was particularly strong since 1968 (Kozlenko et al. 2009; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. 2009 ), and thus the period since 1970 is only considered here, unless otherwise stated. However, as discussed below, modelling results indicate that observed changes in the relationship are largely fortuitous, and that the relationship is stationary.
The observed cross correlation between Niño3 (150°W-90°W, 5°S-5°N) SST and Atlantic cold tongue (20°W-0°W, 6°S-2°N) SST shows that no significant relation exists at zero lag or when Pacific variability leads (Fig. 1) , consistent with previous studies (Enfield and Mayer 1997; Chang et al. 2006) . Chang et al. (2006) shows that dynamical and thermodynamical mechanisms compete, causing a insignificant influence of ENSO on Atlantic zonal mode. In contrast, a statistically significant anti-correlation of -0.42 exists when the Atlantic cold tongue index leads Niño3 SST variations by about 6 months ( Fig. 1 ) (Keenlyside and Latif 2007) . This alone does not necessarily indicate that the Atlantic zonal mode affects ENSO, as statistical relations do not prove causality.
The model simulation with observed SST prescribed in the Atlantic well reproduces the observed relation between Atlantic cold tongue and Nino3 SST anomalies (Fig. 1) . In particular, the model reproduces the maximum anti-correlation when the Atlantic cold tongue index leads Niño3 SST by about 6 months. This indicates that in response to prescribed warm (cold) SST anomalies associated with the Atlantic zonal mode, the model tends to simulate cold (warm) SST anomalies in the Pacific. There exist some discrepancies between the observations and the model. For instance, the model displays a simultaneous anti-correlation of -0.3, while the observations display no simultaneous relationship. This discrepancy is not surprising given that the Atlantic SST in the model cannot be influenced by variability in the Pacific, as they are prescribed. And ensemble averaging isolates the one-way interaction. The good agreement between observations and model provides confidence to use the model to further investigate the mechanisms connecting variability in the two basins. In particular, we now carefully compare observed and simulated fields associated with the Atlantic zonal mode in boreal summer and the following winter.
Associated with warm SST anomalies (Fig. 2a, b) of the Atlantic zonal mode in boreal summer, there are positive precipitation anomalies (Fig. 2a, b) in the equatorial Atlantic region. The corresponding diabatic heating produces a pair of anti-cyclone and divergent motion over the Tropical Atlantic at 200 hPa (Fig. 2e, f) . The atmospheric response at this level also extends into the Tropical Pacific with a pair of cyclone and a convergent motion there (Fig. 2e, f) . There are low and high sea level pressure anomalies (Fig. 2g, h ) in the Tropical Atlantic and Pacific, Fig. 1 Cross correlation between Niño3 and Atlantic cold tongue SST for HadISST (red) and the ensemble mean of the MPI model simulations with observed SST prescribed in the Atlantic (black). The maximum anti-correlations (-0.42) are over 95% statistically significant under a student t test respectively. These correspond to ascending and descending motions (Fig. 2g, h ) at the 500 hPa, respectively. The high pressure and descending motion anomalies (Fig. 2g,  h ) in the Tropical Pacific suppress convective activity and reduce precipitation there (Fig. 2a, b) . The sea level pressure anomalies further produce easterly wind stress anomalies (Fig. 2c, d ). In general, the coupled model with observed SST prescribed in the Tropical Atlantic reproduces the observed relationships (Fig. 2) between atmospheric circulation anomalies and Atlantic zonal mode variability well in both amplitude and phase.
Forced by the easterly wind stress (Fig. 2c, d ) associated with the warm SST anomalies of the Atlantic zonal mode, equatorial Pacific thermocline slope is increased, with shoaling and deepening in the east and west (Fig. 2c, d ), respectively. The shallower thermocline (Fig. 2c, d ) in the eastern equatorial Pacific reduces SST there (Fig. 2a, b) . In the following autumn (not shown) and winter (Fig. 3) , the anomalies in wind stress, thermocline depth and SST are enhanced through the Bjerknes positive feedback. And anomalies resemble those of a La Niña event. In boreal winter, regression coefficient in SST fields (Fig. 3a, b) is about 0.8-1.0°C in the eastern equatorial Pacific. The standard deviation of SST anomalies averaged over Atlantic cold tongue is about 0.5°C in boreal summer. This means that on average, Atlantic zonal mode could produce SST anomalies of about 0.4-0.5°C in the eastern equatorial Pacific in boreal winter. The comparison above shows that the mechanism for Fig. 2 a, b Sea surface temperature (contour) and precipitation (shading) c, d thermocline depth (shading) and wind stress (vector), e, f stream function (contour) and velocity potential (shading) and g, h sea level pressure (shading) and vertical velocity (contour) at the 500 hPa in boreal summer regressed onto boreal summer Atlantic cold tongue SST. On the left panels, quantities are from observations (HadISST and Xie and Arkin 1997) and NCEP reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) . On the left panels, quantities are from model ensemble mean. The units for precipitation, thermocline depth, wind stress, velocity potential and sea level pressure are mm day ). Positive and negative values are shown by solid and dashed curves, respectively. Note that negative vertical velocity mean upward motions. Only those values which are over 95% statistically significant under a student t test are shown the Atlantic zonal modes influence on ENSO in the coupled model is very similar to that previously suggested ) from observations and reanalysis. In contrast to analysis of observations, where causality can not be determined and results may simply arise by chance, the ensemble mean of the five model runs strongly indicates the existence of a physically robust influence of the Atlantic Zonal mode on Pacific interannual variability.
To investigate how much SST variability is associated with Atlantic zonal mode, the simultaneous correlation (Fig. 4a ) is calculated between model and observations for all months from 1970 to 2005. In the eastern equatorial Pacific, the correlation is above 0.3 and even reaches 0.4 at some points; this indicates that about 10% of the SST variability in this region is related to the Atlantic zonal mode. In the north-western and south-western Tropical Pacific and western Tropical Indian Ocean, the correlation is also high and up to 0.3 (i.e., also explaining 10% of the SST variability). The monthly stratified correlation between model and observed Niño3 SST (Fig. 4b) shows larger values in boreal spring and summer (up to 0.5) than in winter (0.3). This indicates that compared to internal dynamics in the Tropical Pacific, the signal from the Atlantic zonal mode is more important in boreal spring and summer than in winter. Therefore, it is possible for a signal from Atlantic zonal mode to influence the evolution of ENSO during these months. The simultaneous correlation (Fig. 4c) is also calculated between model and NCEP reanalysis thermocline depth for all the months . In the equatorial Pacific, the correlation is up to 0.3 in the east and 0.4 in the west, respectively. This shows that about 10-15% of the thermocline depth variability in the Pacific equatorial belt is associated with the Atlantic zonal mode. Considering the influence of Atlantic on Tropical Pacific variability, it is interesting to ask whether Atlantic zonal mode could trigger or just modulate on-going ENSO events. How much could conditions in the Tropical Pacific affect the remote forcing from Atlantic zonal mode? These questions are beyond this study, and we leave them for future work. Fig. 3 The same as in Fig. 2 except that all of the quantities from boreal winter are regressed onto boreal summer Atlantic cold tongue SST
Conclusion and discussion
In this study we investigate the mechanisms of how the Atlantic zonal mode in boreal summer affects ENSO during boreal winter using the ECHAM5/MPIOM CGCM, focusing on the period 1970-2005. Five ensemble member simulations forced by observed SST in the Tropical Atlantic, but with full air-sea coupling allowed in the Pacific and Indian Oceans were performed for the period 1950-2005. The model reproduces the observed relation and previously suggested teleconnection mechanism ) well. Warm SST anomalies of Atlantic zonal mode affect the Walker Circulation, driving easterly wind stress anomalies over the western to central equatorial Pacific. This increases thermocline's east-west slope with shoaling and deepening in the eastern and western Pacific, respectively. The shallower thermocline in the east cools SST there, and cold SST anomalies further produce more westward wind stress in the west. In the following autumn and winter, these anomalies in wind stress, thermocline and SST are amplified further by the Bjerknes positive feedback, favouring the development of La Niña-like anomalies. The same mechanism works for cold phase of Atlantic zonal mode, but with opposite sign.
The coupled model provides a strong support for the mechanism, and this result goes beyond previous studies Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. 2009 ). In the study by Losada et al. (2009) only AGCMs were employed, and thus only the direct atmospheric response could be simulated, but not the subsequent amplification by Bjerknes positive feedback. Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2009) did employ a coupled model with prescribing SST in the Tropical Atlantic. While their approach is very similar to ours, their model results were not entirely consistent with observations and thus could not support strongly the proposed mechanism. In particular, while the model showed negative SST anomalies in the east Pacific in boreal winter, the amplitude is much weaker than that in observations. More importantly, their model did not show any significant signals associated with Atlantic zonal mode in wind stress, east-west gradient in thermocline depth and SST in the equatorial Pacific in boreal summer. The mechanism revealed by both observations and the coupled model experiments in this study show that these signals in boreal summer, which are seeded by the Atlantic zonal mode, are crucial to the following evolution of ENSO.
Another aspect that is different from Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2009) is that our model results also reveal a significant influence of Atlantic zonal mode on ENSO before 1970 with an anti-correlation of -0.4 when Niño3 SST anomalies lag by about 9 months (Fig. 5a ). Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2009) HadISST (1900 HadISST ( -1970 and ensemble mean (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) (1966) (1967) (1968) (1969) (1970) b as in Fig. 1 behavior. However, as discussed before, the observations are only one realization, and internal physical processes in the Tropical Pacific are still dominant in the evolution of ENSO; the latter can be seen from the small variances explained by Atlantic zonal mode (Fig. 4) . This could make it difficult to isolate the Atlantic's influence by applying linear correlation to a comparatively short observational period. We performed an ensemble to damp internal dynamics in the Tropical Pacific. Consistently, although the ensemble mean does reproduce the cross correlation revealed by observation since 1970 (Fig. 1) , it is not reproduced by every single member (Fig. 5b) .
Interestingly, there are also significant influences of the Atlantic zonal mode on the Indian Ocean and the western Pacific. For instance, precipitation anomalies (Fig. 2a, b ) appear in the eastern Indian Ocean and western Pacific in boreal summer. In the following autumn (not shown) and winter (Fig. 3a, b) , the anomalies extend northeastward and southeastward, respectively, covering a large part of the western Pacific and eastern Indian Ocean. In these regions, there are also positive SST anomalies (Fig. 3a, b) . The model also reproduces these precipitation and SST anomalies (Fig. 3a, b) . However, these relations may not reflect a direct influence by the Atlantic zonal mode (Kucharski et al. 2007 ), but rather an indirect influence of the induced Pacific variability.
Over the Indian peninsula, neither observation nor our model simulations show significant precipitation anomalies in boreal summer. Anomalies in atmospheric circulation are also not significant there during this season. These findings are different from previous studies (Kucharski et al. 2007 (Kucharski et al. , 2008 Losada et al. 2009 ) that argue that warm SST anomalies in the Tropical Atlantic produce descending motion and reduce rainfall over the Indian peninsula in boreal summer. These studies either employed a regional coupled model for the Indian Ocean (Kucharski et al. 2007 (Kucharski et al. , 2008 or AGCMs or AGCMs ). In both cases, ocean-atmosphere coupling over the Pacific is excluded. However, previous studies (Wang 2006; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. 2009 ) and this study indicate that Tropical Pacific variability is not independent of the Atlantic zonal mode. We speculate that direct and indirect influences compete over the Indian peninsula. On the one hand, warm SST anomalies in the Tropical Atlantic reduce rainfall there (Kucharski et al. 2007 (Kucharski et al. , 2008 Losada et al. 2009 ). On the other hand, the warm SST anomalies produce cold SST anomalies in the eastern Pacific. The cold SST anomalies of ENSO enhance rainfall on the Indian peninsula. These two mechanisms compete and may result in an insignificant linear relationship in both observations and the model. This work implies that seasonal forecast of ENSO could be improved through correctly predicting the SST anomalies associated with Atlantic zonal mode. Previous studies (Jansen et al. 2009; Ding et al. 2010) show that there exists some predictability in the Atlantic zonal mode. However, the major systematic errors of complex models (Davey et al. 2002; Richter and Xie 2008; Wahl et al. 2009 ) in simulating the equatorial Atlantic climate need to be reduced before useful skill might be realised. In this case, perfect seasonal forecast experiments by specifying observed SST in the Tropical Atlantic can be useful to test the potential improvement on forecasting ENSO (in preparation).
Here, we show the influence of Atlantic zonal mode on ENSO. However, Atlantic zonal mode is not self-sustained (e.g., Zebiak 1993), but dependent on external forcing, for instance ENSO (e.g., Enfield and Mayer 1997; Carton and Huang 1994; Latif and Barnett 1995; Latif and Grötzner 2000; Chiang and Sobel 2002; Chiang and Lintner 2005; Chang et al. 2006) . It is difficult to assess how much of SST variability associated with Atlantic zonal mode is dependent on ENSO. If Atlantic zonal mode were completely dependent on ENSO, then the results here would be best considered as describing a feedback on ENSO. And this in turn would imply that variability in the Atlantic may not be useful in increasing ENSO prediction skill, but this deserves further investigation. Another caveat is that this study investigates the relationship only between summer Atlantic cold tongue and winter Niño3 SST anomalies. The monthly stratified cross correlation (not shown) in both observations and model, however, show that the lead lag relationship also exists in other seasons. This is somewhat puzzling and has not been fully understood yet. The result shows that the mechanism may not be the only one which operates. A control run in fully coupled climate model may help to address some of these issues. However, fully coupled GCM are still not adequate for such an investigation, as they display large systematic errors in simulating equatorial Atlantic climate (Davey et al. 2002; Richter and Xie 2008; Wahl et al. 2009 ).
